
Accelerate 
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Automate your hiring process and manage 
high turnover recruitment with ease.
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OCS Recruitment Module

Mintra’s OCS HR recruitment module enables users to 
automate their hiring process and manage high turnover 
recruitment with ease. The functionality allows businesses 
to deploy, oversee and accelerate bulk hire.  

The module incorporates a self-service capability, which  
allows candidates to create, view and manage their 
applications. All applicants can upload their personal data, 
CVs and any qualifications or certificates into OCS HR, 
to be matched against active roles in real time. 

By taking advantage of the open application function, 
businesses can retain applicant information to secure 
a pipeline of talent for any future vacancies.  

The recruitment functionality accelerates the onboarding 
process as the candidate’s personal details, career history 
and qualifications will already be pre-populated in the 
OCS HR system. 

Save time

Reduce time spent on 
sourcing, screening and 
filtering applications

Benefits:

Recruit smarter

Utilise the comprehensive 
talent pool and pipeline to 
speed up recruitment

Reduce cost

Save on cost per hire 
without compromising on 
the quality of talent

Streamline new employee 
onboarding and expedite 
deployment

Accelerate onboarding

   

  Bulk create and advertise job vacancies 

  Manage high volume of applications 

  Quick search through multiple application pools

  Oversee the full recruitment process

  Create custom job advertisements

  Match candidates with existing or future positions 

Features:
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ABE R DE E N

Offshore House, Claymore Drive, 
Aberdeen, AB23 8GD UK.

+44 (0)1224 651340

BE RGE N

Inger Bang Lunds vei 16,  
NO-5059 Bergen, Norway.

+47 55 98 63 00

OS LO

Storgata 3, NO-0155 Oslo, Norway.

+47 24 15 55 00

S I NGAPOR E

78 Shenton Way #16-02,
Singapore 079120. 

+65 6904 4416

STAVANGE R

Luramyrgården Stokkamyrveien 13, 
NO-4313 Sandnes, Norway.

+47 24 15 55 00

AMSTE R DAM

Strawinskylaan 4117, NL-1077 ZX 
Amsterdam, Netherlands.

+47 55 98 63 00

L IMAS SOL

359, 28th October Street, 
World Trade Centre, Floor 2,  
Office 217, 3107 Limassol, Cyprus.

+357 25 00 14 90

Let’s talk
If you would like to learn more, please email sales@mintra.com  
or scan the below code to submit an enquiry.


